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GEORGE JOHNSON’S (“GEO”) RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO THE
SUBPART C PROPOSED SETTLEMENT IN PHONORECORDS IV
Participant George Johnson (“GEO”), a pro se Appellant songwriter, selfpublisher, and copyright creator respectfully submits his Response In Opposition To
The Subpart C Proposed Settlement here in Phonorecords IV.
GEO respectfully objects to the entire August 31, 2022, Proposed Settlement1
(eCRB No. 27222) in full, Motion to Adopt Settlement of Statutory Royalty Rates and
Terms for Subpart C & D Configurations, by The National Music Publishers’
Association (“NMPA”) and Nashville Songwriters Association International
(“NSAI,”) on the one hand, and Amazon.com Services LLC, Apple Inc., Google LLC,
Pandora Media, LLC and Spotify USA Inc. (collectively, the “Service Participants”
or the “Services”), on the other hand (NMPA, NSAI, and the Service Participants,
hereafter, the “Parties”), regarding royalty rates and terms applicable under Section

https://app.crb.gov/document/download/27222 August 31, 2022, Motion to Adopt
Settlement of Statutory Royalty Rates and Terms for Subpart C & D Configurations.
1
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115 of the U.S. Copyright Act (“Section 115”) for Licensed Activity (as defined in 37
C.F.R. Part 385 Subpart A) presently addressed in Subparts C & D of 37 C.F.R.
Part 385 (the “Subpart C & D Configurations”), together with certain regulations of
general application (e.g., definitions2 and late fee provisions3) applicable to the
Subpart C & D Configurations presently addressed in 37 C.F.R. Part 385 Subpart A
(collectively, the “Subpart C & D Configuration Rates and Terms”).
GEO believes to have submitted this timely response in opposition4 before the
publishing of the Proposed Settlement in the Federal Register and GEO respectfully
objects to the full Proposed Settlement for good reason and other good cause,
including but not limited to:
These definitions concern GEO’s primary proposal in my WDS regarding limited
downloads in Subpart C, therefore this strategy of “short circuiting” the process, (despite it
being the process and Congress encouraging settlements) will stop any litigation concerning
GEO’s paid limited download proposal, sale, or possibly BUY button attached to every song
on streaming is one good reason I object or oppose the proposed settlement. The BUY
button is a Subpart B issue, but may also partially fall under Subpart C as a solution for
plugging the free and unlimited limited downloads loophole. This would undoubtedly help
songwriters and publishers financially by stopping 3 labels from giving away unlimited
downloads, which includes giving away all of their competitors’ sales. We pray Your Honors
can stop this giveaway of our download sales without pay, sua sponte if possible. (See No. 8)
2

Late fees? Is there another “end-run” side deal Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”),
or some provision in the actual Settlement Agreement we have not seen yet that includes
another quid pro quo type late-fee, end-run scheme around the statutory license, similar to
NMPA’s denied Subpart B first proposed settlement and second proposed Subpart B
settlement still being decided? (GEO prays is also denied for many of the same reasons
herein to deny this similar Subpart C proposed settlement, including rulings from the
March 30, 2022 CRB no static ruling) Again, where is the actual Settlement agreement?
NMPA keeps telling me it’s attached in the regulations but I don’t see an actual agreement
that is signed by human beings? Is there a new streaming late fee MOU or a similar
arrangement like the Subpart B MOU within this new Subpart C proposed agreement?
3

GEO is filing this response in opposition now to assure that I get my formal objection in
the record. I plan to expand on all of these good reasons and more in my forthcoming
Comments, which I understand also serves as another Participant objection, ie. similar to
both of GEO’s Comments/Response in Opposition in the most recent Subpart B proposed
settlements, denial, and 30 day Comment periods.
4
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ARGUMENT TO DENY SETTLEMENT
1.) Amazingly, GEO also objects to this Subpart C Proposed
Settlement for the exact same 3 reasons the CRB denied the first Proposed
Settlement in Subpart B including;
a.) no inflation adjustment for a static rate5, and 15.1% is still static,
b.) the same self-dealing with same conflicts of interest ie. vertical
integration, (add no willing buyer, willing seller) and,
c.) possibly a similar or same “late fee” side deal issue which may or may not
include another Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) or similar “end-run”
around the statutory license.
Plus, where is a copy of the actual signed Settlement Agreement?
I also sincerely hope we don’t end up cancelling this Subpart C hearing
because of a proposed settlement that may or may not be denied, on possibly some
of same grounds as their first Subpart B proposed settlement, and second Subpart B
proposed settlement, still not ruled on.
In general, it seems like once songwriters get locked into the $.00012 “zone of
reasonableness” we never get out of, add the 44% percent increase seems like a
huge “raise” but it’s adding roughly $.000054 cents per stream? And now add this
1% or 2% percent raise called a “historic settlement” which defies common sense
when compared to practical reality.
NMPA might argue that their proposed rate is “technically not static”, like the Subpart B
9.1 cents is static, since their proposal gradually increases the rate, but their increases are
fabricated and not at the actual rate of CPI-U inflation indexing.
5
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2.) 15.10% up to 15.35% percent or .25% increase is clearly not enough.
A 15.10% “increase” to 15.35% percent over 5 years is simply not enough for
songwriters & publishers and certainly not a “landmark agreement” or “historic
settlement”6 as NMPA’s latest publicity self-celebrates.
Especially when NMPA’s proposal and entire case for almost 2 years has been
based on a 20% percent headline rate? NMPA’s economics and evidence may also
show a rate closer to 25% percent and would be more of an actual “reasonable” rate.
15.35% percent down from 20% percent is minus -4.65% percent from NMPA /
NSAI’s Written Direct Statement, so a .25% percent “raise” (or .0025%), and over 5
years, seems like an epic loss, as well as the loss of another great opportunity for
NMPA and NSAI to actually fight for all American songwriters and publishers,
instead of their own potential litigation costs and their own self-interests. (Really
minus -4.90% percent since 15.1% in 2022 is still 15.1% in 2023.)
So, on a scale from 1 to 20, NMPA missed their own stated goal by 4.9. When
rounded, NMPA’s new proposal goes from 15% percent to 15% percent over 5 years.
Whoa! But don’t call 15% percent to 15% percent a static rate. Right?
Add to that the §115 to §114 ratio of underlying work v. record label revenues
of 15% v. 55% percent is fundamentally unreasonable, especially at $.00012 perstream — but exactly where the 3 record labels like it, and want to keep it fixed - at
around this 4 to 1 ratio. It used to be 13 to 1, then 9 to 1, now 4 to 1, but that’s it.
https://www.nmpa.org/nmpa-nsai-and-dima-announce-landmark-agreement-forphonorecords-iv-proceeding/ August 31, 2022, NMPA, NSAI, and DiMA Announce
Landmark Agreement for Phonorecords IV Proceeding
6
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So, a 15.1% to 15.35% percent “increase” for underlying works/songwriters
while record labels take 55% percent, is certainly not reasonable or equitable to any
songwriter, since we are all “subject to”7 the compulsory license, and for only for a
limited time, while all of The Parties freely exploit our works at $.00012 or less per
stream, with no sales, freezing our rates to keep them static, doing end-runs around
the statutory licenses, doing side deals that only their “membership” is allowed to
benefit from (MOU), et al.
Moreover, according to Participant/NMPA CEO Mr. David Israelite8 himself
who was quoted in recent reports that it’s more like 58.6% percent for record labels,
so that is a recent 3.6% percent increase for record labels while they force their own
songwriters to accept a 0.25% percent “increase” using a government compulsory
license? Good thing record labels aren’t for a compulsory license on all attorneys?
“We also now know that those services paid record labels $5.7 billion in 2021,
58.6 percent of the revenue pool – significantly higher than the 52 percent
that is often reported,” stated Israelite.” (emphasis added)
“The vast majority of those royalties, over 96 percent, come from the same five
companies that are fighting to cut songwriter rates in the CRB process:
Amazon, Spotify, Apple, Google, and Pandora,” he continued. (emphasis add.)
So, Warner Record Label in the free market makes 3.60% percent more
revenue by market share while simultaneously using a compulsory license on it’s

https://app.crb.gov/document/download/3715 September 29, 2016, SDARS III, Order
Denying Services’ Motion to Dismiss George D. Johnson, Judges ruled GEO is “subject to”
the compulsory license, as all U.S. songwriters are.
7

https://www.digitalmusicnews.com/2022/06/17/major-labels-nmpa-streaming-data/ June
17, 2022, by Dylan Smith, Mr. David Israelite quotes, The Major Labels Soaked Up 58.6%
of $9.8 Billion In Streaming Royalties During 2021 — According to NMPA Stats
8
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own vertically integrated Warner Chappell Publishing company to keep their own
“staff songwriters” at 15.10% with a 0.25% percent increase by government force?
That’s amazing to me, and add it’s at a 15 to 58 ratio? Talk about inequality.
In other words, while the record labels enjoy their new 3.60% percent raise in
the “free market”, they can then turn around and dictate to their own songwriters
and all other American songwriters (that NMPA and NSAI claim to represent ad
nauseam) in a CRB “simulated free market” that their own Major Publisher staff
songwriters are only entitled to a .25% percent raise, that the Major Record Label
chooses, by government force, and at a 15 to 58 ratio is beyond comprehension to me.
Israelite goes on in that same quote stating (emphasis added):
It is unconscionable that digital delivery services take three times the amount
[or $4.1 billion] they pay the songwriters who make their businesses possible.
Songwriters and music publishers were paid just over $1.3 billion in 2021.”
Yet the $5.7 billion the Services paid the record labels v. the just over $1.3
billion paid to songwriters and music publishers in 2021 is “not unconscionable”?
So, how is it conscionable for Mr. Israelite to make a “historic”, “landmark”
deal at a 4 to 1 ratio for songwriters, but an even better 3 to 1 ratio deal for
songwriters is “unconscionable”?
Mr. Israelite’s latest of 3 proposed settlements this year clearly doesn’t make
any sense, by his own words, and one more good reason GEO objects to the Parties
proposal which should respectfully be denied.
It seems what NMPA, NSAI, and the 3 Labels (and now Services) are doing
here in Subpart C is precisely the same as their strategy has been in Subpart B —
Page 6 of 46

to “short circuit” the litigation process — with these so-called “voluntary
settlements” as end-runs around the statutory license.
3.) The Parties 15.35% percent is a VALUE increase, not a COLA.
It also seems like what the NMPA and 3 records labels are doing is
“simulating inflation” with their 5 years increase9, presumedly so that Your Honors
cannot rule that their rate is “static”.
But it’s another trick to me since 15.1% to 15.35% percent is a value
increase, not a Cost of Living (“COLA”) or inflation adjustment.

4. ) Parties are attempting to simulate inflation and non-static rate.
Another good reason GEO objects is The Parties seem to be attempting to
simulate inflation and a non-static rate using a 5 year chart as just another “endrun” around or “short circuit” of the CRB’s “no static” March 30, 2022 ruling10. It
seems they are attempting to simply “simulate inflation” with 15.1% to 15.35%

I may be wrong on this, but I thought I read somewhere that under the old 801(b)
standard in Phonorecords III that any determined rate increases were required to take
place over a 5 year period, but under the new willing buyer, willing seller standard, or lack
of the old 801(b) standard, any rate increases do not have to take 5 years and can be
instituted all at once in the new rate period. Presumedly “simulating a free market” under
WBWS. So, if under WBWS a rate can be instituted all at once, implement 15.35% on
January 1, 2023, why make it over 5 years?
9

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2022-03-30/pdf/2022-06691.pdf CRB
Withdrawal, March 30, 2022 ruling declining first Subpart B Proposed Settlement
10
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percent over 5 years, but without an actual CPI-U inflation indexing, similar to the
one in NMPA offered for subscriber rates in this proceeding and similar to those in
Web V.

An actual inflation indexing seems to be what NMPA and NSAI were

trying to avoid by making it appear indexed or a non-static rate. GEO respectfully
argues the CRB ruled that rates should not be static due to national monetary
inflation as well, and concluded that CPI-U inflation indexing was the standard.
Here, the following chart from Page 12 of the Parties Proposed Regulations,
shows the Parties not only “simulating inflation” but creating or engineering “nonstatic” rates as a short circuit, or end run, to get this Settlement approved, and
satisfy the March 30, 2022 “no static” ruling in their eyes. However, this proposed
settlement has bigger problems than just this sleight of hand, and just like their
last 2 proposed settlements, since it has many of the exact same legal problems that
the CRB denied their first proposed settlement for back in March of this year.
This chart also shows the 15.1% in 2023 is static compared to 15.1% in 2022.

5.) Their non-static scheme over 5 years doesn’t even keep pace with
real inflation.
NMPA starts with 15.10 goes up to 15.20, then halves the next years with
15.25, 15.30, to 15.35, instead of going right to 15.3, 15.4, and ending on 15.5, they
lowball their songwriter “business partners” and end on 15.35. This is not indexing.
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6.) There is no CPI-U inflation indexing attached to the static 15.1%.
Which leads to there is no CPI-U inflation indexing attached to the 15.1%
(which is also not de novo) in light of the March 30, 2022 Subpart B ruling by the
CRB that “static” rates are unreasonable.

NMPA seems to think this no static

ruling only applies to Subpart B, but it seems it might apply to all rates, including
Subpart C streaming rates. Inflation adjustments could be made to the final pool
as the most gentle or proper way to do that, added after other calculations have
been made and right before royalties are distributed to songwriter and publishers.
Additionally, are there any CPI-U indexing calculations that also apply to the
TCC at 26.2% percent and its several variations?
I wasn’t sure if the TCC 26.2% percent could be indexed to the CPI-U or not?

(Page 13, Parties Proposed Regulations)
NMPA even included an inflation indexing in their Written Direct
Statement in October 20, 2021, (See below).
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7.) NMPA’s own Written Direct Statement asks for a CPI-U Inflation
Indexing of Subpart C “Subscriber” and “Play rates”, so Rate Court
Precedent in Web IV would seem to require it, as may the CRB’s March 30,
2022 no static rate ruling.
NMPA’s own October 20, 2021 CORRECTED (Page B-17) Written Direct
Statement asks for CPI-U inflation indexing for “Subscriber rates and Play rates”11.
So…
a.) rate court precedent seems to require it,
b.) as may the CRB’s March 30, 2022 no static rate ruling, and
c.) NMPA, NSAI, RIAA, 3 Record Labels and their 3 Publishers asked for it!
The fact that NMPA and NSAI included, proposed, and asked the CRB for the
following CPI-U inflation indexing in their own 2021 Written Direct Statement,
here in Phonorecords IV seems like evidence enough.
But now they want to take it back, and offer another “static” rate.
NMPA and NSAI wrote in their October 20, 2022 Written Direct Statement;
“Annual rate adjustment. The Copyright Royalty Judges shall adjust the
Subscriber rate and Play rate each year to reflect any changes occurring in
the cost of living as determined by the most recent Consumer Price Index for
All Urban Consumers (U.S. City Average, all items) (CPI-U) published by
the Secretary of Labor before December 1 of the preceding year. The
calculation of the rate for each year shall be cumulative based on a
calculation of the percentage increase in the CPI-U from the CPI-U
published in November, 2022 (the Base Rate) and shall be made according to
the following formulas: for the Subscriber rate, (1 + (Cy − Base Rate) / Base
Rate) × $1.50; for the Play rate, (1 + (Cy − Base Rate) / Base Rate) × $0.0015;
https://app.crb.gov/document/download/25858 October 20, 2022, On Page B-17 of
Regulations of NMPA and NSAI’s CORRECTED Written Direct Statement.
11
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where Cy is the CPI-U published by the Secretary of Labor before December
1 of the preceding year. The adjusted rate shall be rounded to the nearest
fourth decimal place. The Judges shall publish notice of the adjusted fees in
the Federal Register at least 25 days before January 1. The adjusted fees
shall be effective on January 1.” (Page B-17)12
These Subpart C rates for each year should be;
a.) calculated each year as cumulative based,
b.) there should also be some type of a floor, as on the Subpart B side,
c.) and these rates should be indexed indefinitely, not just 5 years.
8.) Closing the Subpart C Free Limited Download Loophole w/ Paid.
(Also See Footnote No. 2 above on Page 2) GEO’s primary Subpart C case for
the cancelled hearing was to be closing the free limited download loophole with a
paid permanent download for unlimited offline listening, and other issues.
The cancelling of the Subpart C hearing was not only detrimental to GEO
and his proposals, but for millions of American music creators, songwriters,
professional publishers, independent DIY publishers, and investors, et al., who
would all benefit from not only the arguing of an increased Subpart C streaming
rate above 15.10% percent for 2023, but with the new possibility of closing this
limited download loophole included in GEO’s Subpart C WDS and AWDS proposals.
And just as important, are these many other vital Subpart C issues that
effect us all and are extremely relevant to the entire CRB process — many of them
enclosed in this Response in Opposition and several others that will be included in
12

Also included in GEO’s March 16, 2022, Amended Written Direct Statement, Page 40.
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GEO’s forthcoming Comments as Response in Opposition after the Proposed
Settlement has been published for the required 30 comment period.
The following Apple TV Evidence has been added and edited into to this
opposition motion from GEO’s May 21, 2022, Subpart C Supplemental Written
Rebuttal Statement. It is for the benefit of other Commenters who may have not
seen this Apple TV BUY button argument or motion, and for the benefit of new
Chief Judge Shaw who was not a CRB Judge at the time of this filing in May 2022.
APPLE TV EVIDENCE TO ABOLISH SUBPART C “LIMITED DOWNLOAD”
From GEO’s May 21, 2022, Subpart C Supplemental Written Rebuttal
Statement, shown below as “GEO Exhibit 1”, is an iPhone screen-shot taken by me
on May 12, 2022, of a new movie on Apple TV titled The Bad Guys, released by
Apple, a Services Participant in these proceedings. Apple sells this copyrighted
work, The Bad Guys for a whopping $29.99 dollars per-work, for a 1 hour and 40
minute animated motion picture, while Apple subscribers still pay the $9.99 per
month for access.
This is the exact same business model GEO proposes in my WDS in 202113.
Bad Guys isn’t given away as “free promotion” nor streamed for $.00012.
Merge the sale and stream, or the sale and access models, precisely as
participant Apple is doing here. This is extremely relevant since it PROVES

…except the only difference is customers would pay 9.1 cents, or 12 cents, or a bit more,
indexed for inflation, for the underlying work to their debit cards, PayPal, even Bitcoin, et
al. Of course, the §114 sound recording should not be ignored and paid as well.
13
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entertainment can be sold and accessed at the same time. Customers are willing to
buy and access, and this is great evidence.
It is also further evidence that participant Apple is already exploiting this
dual model successfully, as well as participant Amazon.
Therefore, there is absolutely no valid reason as to why participants Apple
and Amazon cannot voluntarily create the exact same sales/streaming platform for
music, essentially combining Apple Music access and iTunes sales into one cohesive
and simple platform in this Phonorecords IV proceeding. Apple could pioneer this
model for music and actually “save the music industry” if it wants, by starting to
actually pay songwriters and music publishers in dollars, not promising
nano-pennies that “add up”, like Apple and Apple TV currently pay it’s own writers,
directors, actors, producers, copyright owners, grips, extras, catering, cameras,
lights, equipment rental, costumes, editing, editing systems, video studios, et al.
The only difference between movies and music is the compulsory license.
Does actor Mr. Tom Hanks only work for nano-pennies on Apple TV?
Moreover, the compulsory license is not compulsory for Apple or Amazon,
only compulsory on individual American citizens who write songs for free.
In fact, these trillion-dollar companies like Apple and Amazon don’t have to
use force on songwriters and music publishers, they can choose NOT to use the
compulsory license on songwriters if they want and I pray they change their ratestructure and the way in which they yield the outdated 1909 compulsory license on
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their millions of “business partner” songwriters and DIY self-publishers, and all
other independent publishers.
They choose to use it so they don’t have to pay us the true value of our art, but
Apple (and Amazon) do have to pay all their other vendors, employees, Apple TV
employees, and yes, they have to pay the salary of CEO Mr. Tim Cook (and Amazon
Mr. Jeff Bezos), while Apple proposed a $.00091 per-stream rate in Phonorecords III.
Apple is a trillion-dollar company who claims to stand for equality and
integrity, but if you’re an American songwriter, you’re only worth $.00091 to Apple.
Therefore;
a.) I would formally ask counsel for Apple and Amazon if they would be kind
enough to ask Mr. Tim Cook and Mr. Jeff Bezos to please voluntarily agree to
suspend the use of the grandfathered 1909 piano roll compulsory license on their
music platforms at Apple and Amazon, and start paying songwriters dollars not
nano-pennies please — for both Subparts B and Subpart C streaming.
b.) As well as abolishing free “limited downloads”, or offline listening of songs
without customers paying the 9.1 cent (or 12, 13, or more, plus indexing)
mechanical payment to the songwriters and publishers.
Subpart C rates are currently unreasonable at $.00012 per stream, extremely
below-market, and have been since 2006, and especially considering the changes in
the music marketplace since Phonorecords II and III.
By closing the free unlimited limited download with no mechanical sale and
replacing it with the same Apple TV BUY button model for Apple Music (with a
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little help from Mr. Cook, and Mr. Bezos), then all American songwriters can once
again begin to make a small profit after 25 years of free music and empty promises
from all streaming companies.
From GEO’s May 12, 2022, Subpart C Supplemental Written Rebuttal Statement
Evidence of BUY Button on Participant Service Apple TV for $29.99 dollars
GEO Exhibit 1
Subpart C
SWRS
Apple TV
BUY Button
“Bad Guys"
$29.99
May 12, 2022
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9.) 3 companies price-fixing all of their millions of U.S. competitors.
3 record labels, all foreign controlled and financed, 2 headquartered overseas,
are determining (price-fixing) the royalty rates of millions of their American
competitor songwriters, publishers, and do-it-yourself (“DIY”) self-publishing
songwriters who all have an exclusive right that has been eviscerated by these
Parties, and other Participants and lobbyists, taking advantage of these below
market rates, short circuiting the voluntary settlement process, and then changing
the compulsory license to their will, via “red-line” regulation submissions in ways it
was never intended to be used, nor Congress intended. And I’ve experienced many
of these contorted and disingenuous legal strategies as a full Participant over 4
entire rate proceedings and 2 federal appeals to the D.C. Circuit, the last being
Johnson v. Copyright Royalty Board, 969 F.3d 363 (D.C. Cir. 2020).
This may sound overstated, but former Copyright Office Register Mr. Ralph
Oman has a great quote perfectly describing the dilemma GEO and millions of other
American songwriters and DIY self-publishers find ourselves in the past 2 decades,
including all of the great major independent publishers, et al, and we all find
ourselves in the same boat sharing the vast majority of the exact same concerns.
This isn’t just about all songwriters, DIY’s, or publishers great and small, it’s
also about all current and future music makers including American singers, and
independent record and DIY labels, § 114 sound recording creators and investors,
AFM Musicians, AFTRA singers, engineers, producers, and all other copyright
creators that make these records and songs who should be paid in dollars not, nanoPage 16 of 46

pennies in Subpart C streaming specifically, but actually profit14 first, not last and
for nothing per-stream.
Mr. Oman’s accurately and perfectly describes the compulsory license(s), the
statutory rate, and 37 C.F.R. § 385 Subparts A, B, C, and D;
Mr. Oman poses the question, what is…
“...the true nature of copyright — as an exclusive private property
right, or as a limited right to be doled out stingily, riddled with
exceptions and limitations, to be given away free-of-charge.”?

Google, the Services, their counsel over the years, as have the 3 foreign
controlled record labels. their lobbyists, and even our own lobbyists, et al., have all
used §385 to create all these exceptions and limitations in §385 to give away
all our songs literally free of charge as a free “limited download” and one of the
reasons why we songwriters are suffering under Spotify and Apple, other Services
— them giving away UNLIMITED downloads, and my exclusive private property
for free. So, this is why the limited download loophole (they all created and

All music creators, including songwriters and self-publishers must actually “profit” from
the Copyright Act, not profits siphoned off to where there is only $.00012 per-stream left
over. As the Supreme Court ruling Herbert v. Shanley Co, 242 U.S. 591 (1917) states,
which seems to be a legal definition of music “profit”, and profit specifically “subject to” the
compulsory license of 1909, which is relevant, “If music did not pay, it would be given up.
Whether it pays or not, the purpose of employing it is profit and that is enough.” — Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmes from his decision. And that means profit for the songwriters or it
would be given up which is evidenced and also GEO witnessing Music Row on Nashville
dwindle from approximately 4000 songwriter to less than 400 from 2002 to 2018, an over
90% LOSS. GEO argues this ruling for “profit" for the songwriters still applies to this rate
proceeding and what we need most is “profit” Your Honors, plain and simple. Profits from
Subpart C, profits from Subpart B and D as well. Nobody can profit on a $.00012 Subpart
C per-stream basis, with no sales, and only an access model that substitutes for all sales!
14
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perfected) must be immediately abolished in exchange for a 9.1 (or 12 or more)
cent payment.
Google lawyers and Access Industry lawyers, Vivendi lawyers, and Sony
lawyers and Swedish Spotify lawyers have written their own laws and
rewritten U.S. copyright law to benefit THEM, not American songwriters
“subject to” the abused compulsory license and from the songwriter perspective, it’s
$.000 statutory rates forever for us, which is terrifying when you think about it!
It seems to GEO that marketshare is all that matters in administrative law
rate proceedings, and the CRB is not immune, but the problem is it’s being used by
3 corporations and their lobbyists to set below-market rates for millions of their
American competitors which is not the intent of Congress or the compulsory license.
So, all of the above good reasons are why Music Row went from 4,000
publishing deals to less than 400 since nobody can survive on $.000 with no
sales and no legal recourse against 5 Big Tech monopolies and 3 other foreign
controlled or headquartered corporations.15

Whether they are foreign owned matters not, but it’s wrong for foreign actors to set
the rates and terms for a U.S. compulsory license is my point, especially on all
American songwriters and music publishers subject to the license. This is why all the
decades of vertical and horizontal integration at these 3 record labels may have finally been
taken to its limits inside the CRB rate process?
15
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10.) We independents should still have our voice heard and
respectfully request a separate Subpart C hearing if it is now cancelled.
Subpart C for the rest of us should not be cancelled because 3 companies
know how to game the CRB code to essentially destroy all their songwriting and
independent publishing competitors with static nano-penny streaming rates, as
they have for going on decades now.
Just because 3 publishers want to agree to their own rate to once again freeze
their own songwriters16 at 15% percent for 5 years with no inflation indexing, does
not give them the right to freeze all their competitors’s royalty rates, despite that
being the heart of the compulsory license. It’s being abused or weaponized against
all the millions of competitors by 3 companies, and now 5 more here in Subpart C.
I could say if the 3 labels want to freeze their songwriters at 15.35% percent
then that is their business, but that would defeat the purpose of my participation
and it’s downright cruel of the labels to freeze their own songwriters at
Warner, Sony, and Universal again and again in this proceeding.

BMG

publishing just told the 3 record labels to “humble” themselves and Your Honors
just stopped the 3 labels from doing an unreasonable Settlement on March 30, 2022,
yet these 3 corporations try to freeze their own songwriters’ royalty rates once again,
and at 15% percent, ignoring Web V’s CPI-U inflation indexing precedent as well.
So, in addition to the 3 labels ignoring Your Honor’s no static rate ruling in
this new Subpart C proposed settlement, no American songwriter or independent
16

Ignoring the CRB’s March 30, 2022, no “static” ruling.
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publisher should be subjected to 3 companies price-fixing the rest of us in this
manner, by essentially abusing the compulsory license — forcing millions of
musical American citizens at zero cents, with no sales, with static rates, no CPI
adjustments, no money, and no hope. $.00012 Subpart C streaming rates are no
“incentive” in the first place, as per copyright law, then add all this chicanery by
NMPA, NSAI, (RIAA), the 3 labels, and now their new “business partners”17, the 5
Services, including 3 of the richest (trillion-dollar) companies in the entire
world! Some call Google, Amazon, and Apple “monopolies”, but I still like Apple.
Having to prepare for a 25% percentage of revenue case, and other issues,
which is a huge undertaking, to then have it stripped away by 3 corporations and
their lobbyists to benefit only their self interests18, is fundamentally unfair to the
millions of American songwriters and independent publishers NMPA and NSAI do
not represent.

Just look to Songwriter’s Guild of America (“SGA”) or Music

Creators North America (“MCNA”) who are both Commenters in this proceeding.
Wasn’t NMPA at “war” with the Services just last week? Now they are “business
partners”, but weren’t they always business partners with stock equity and free
giveaways like free limited downloads (aka promotion) as long as you keep paying the
Services their $9.99 per month? What day was the Settlement agreement signed on? How
long have the Parties known this day was coming, gaslighting us all into thinking a big
hearing was forthcoming, and then they pulled the rug out from everyone?
17

It’s amazing NMPA and NSAI are ONLY worried about saving litigation fees for
themselves as their excuse for “making a deal” here in Subpart C, not on behalf of “all
songwriters and publishers” they preach they represent. Some rumors say Pryor Cashman
and NMPA made this deal because they thought they might lose? Maybe? My guess is the
record labels who pay NMPA to lobby for them enjoy their 15% to 55% percent underlying
works to sound recording income ratio. No matter the real reasons, NMPA and NSAI are
not representing their own independent publishers or “all American
songwriters”, just 3 record labels, their own salaries and compensation of $2 million
dollars for executives, and now their new 5 “business partners” that they were at war with
just last week, and the past 7 years.
18
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11.) Millions of independent American songwriters and selfpublishers, sometimes referred to as “do-it-yourself” (“DIY”) who are not
represented by these 3 corporations nor their lobbyists deserve a real and
profitable royalty rate for their exclusive rights.
An honest accounting of marketshare would also include the millions of DIY
American songwriters, which the 3 labels or NMPA never include in their
marketshare calculation, and this is fundamentally unfair. It all depends on how
you measure markets, or marketshare, so NMPA and the 3 labels are self-serving in
their marketshare calculations.
While some accounts show that independents make up roughly 35% of the
market and the 3 majors make up 65%, 35% independents is a huge
marketshare that is unfortunately never argued much in CRB proceedings.
35% percent is not insignificant and basically makes up a 4th “major” group
that is either ignored, or closed from participating by shady “proposed settlements”
such as this one, and both Subpart B proposed settlements, where the record
companies abuse the “voluntary settlement” negotiation process by weaponizing
it against ALL their competitors, especially their American songwriter and DIY
publishing competitors, which seems like an antitrust issue as well.
3 corporations setting the rates of all their competitors at zero, and then
freezing their rates again and again and again? This seems like a grave injustice
at best, considering the CRB is tasked with setting rates and terms for all
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American songwriters and music publishers, so millions of individual songwriters,
and self-publishers as well, not just 3 billion-dollar corporations.
And when Tunecore founder Mr. Jeff Price says that NMPA represents less
than 2% of US (and rest of the world) music publishers and songwriters by some
measurements using the millions of DIY copyright creators, he has a valid point.
Or, over 80% of NMPA’s annual dues are paid by three of the entities that
have executives sitting on the board of the NMPA — Sony, Universal and Warner.
Note also that Sony, Universal and Warner currently own equity (or have owned)
positions in Digital Service Providers (“DSPs”).
So, it becomes clear the “settlement” NMPA has entered into here is just
between Warner, Universal, and Sony Records and Warner, Universal, and Sony
Publishing and does not represent the interests of the other 35% to 98% percent of
publishers and songwriters when taking into consideration the entire marketplace.
This DIY trend is one of reasons the major music publishers marketshare is
decreasing every day the past ten years and continuing to move to the new music
industry of the self-published songwriters, of which almost none are members of or
represented by the NMPA.
It’s been reported that 95% of the over 1.2 million new recordings of
new songs being distributed each month every month for at least the past
four years are from DIY self-published artists using CD Baby, TuneCore and
DistroKid and other like entities — and that is amazing and a lot of marketshare!
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The marketshare of sales and streams has shifted and continues to shift to
this DIY and self-published songwriter.

In many cases, mechanicals for “legacy”

catalogs controlled by the majors continue to decline since ie. artists from the 1930’s
or 1940’s might not be as relevant to the modern customers using streaming
services. In other words, an entity representing less than 2% of the music
publishers experiencing year over year decline in marketshare, a year over year
decline on the legacy catalog they control (ie. Hipgnosis19 purchasing legacy
catalogs, and others.), and then a year over year decline on control of new
recordings and songs has self-negotiated with itself to determine what the emerging
market that continues to grow in marketshare should be paid in the future while the
NMPA member marketshare further declines. This doesn’t happen in free markets.
In addition, marketshare numbers provided by the NMPA have no
verification by any third party entity.

They are self reported.

Members of the

NMPA report their marketshare to the NMPA.
From what I understand the NMPA does not audit or research the
information, instead it uses the information as the benchmark to charge its
members their annual dues. Add the unmatched data problem.
The $650 million-dollars sitting at the MLC of “unmatched” “black box” funds
(growing by $12 - $16M a month) combined with NMPA’s self-reported numbers
regarding their own marketshare might be a bit self-serving and is concerning since
it is later distributed on marketshare as I understand it?
19

https://www.hipgnosissongs.com
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NMPA and its members cannot claim that the accrued but unpaid is owed to
its members as, by default, the money is unmatched (and grows monthly). In
addition, the MLC itself has specifically acknowledged the disproportionate lack of
payments of mechanicals to the entities comprising the DIY sector which is unfair.
12.) This is simply a 15% percent static rate extension for 5 years.
In common sense terms, this proposal is essentially a 15% percent extension
over the next 5 years, again disguised as a non-static rate or inflation indexing to
satisfy the CRB’s March 30, 2022 denial and ruling(s).
In other words, isn’t 15.10% to 15.35% percent just another 5 year extension
of a frozen or static rate in practical reality? To GEO this is another good reason
why their proposed settlement should also respectfully be denied.
13.)

“Avoiding the Rate-Setting Precedent That an Overwhelming

Percentage of US and Global Songwriters and Composers Do Not Want and
Cannot Afford”.
In their November 21, 2022 Comments20, on Page 4, point No. 3, Commenter
Music Coalition North America (“MCNA”) wrote almost the same exact reason why
not to freeze the rate in Subpart B, now at issue in Subpart C. We songwriters and
publishers certainly don’t want, nor can afford a horrible 00.25% percent to be the
new streaming benchmark and rate court precedent for Phonorecords V or Web VI?
https://app.crb.gov/document/download/25940 November 21, 2022, Comments, on Page 4,
point No. 3, Commenter Music Coalition North America (“MCNA”) “Avoiding the RateSetting Precedent That an Overwhelming Percentage of US and Global Songwriters and
Composers Do Not Want and Cannot Afford”
20
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In the end, this proposal is just the same parties, with the same scheme, with
the same static rate, to help themselves, and once again like in Subpart B to save
them on litigation costs, not to help “all” songwriters — and make sure they didn’t
lose. This is 2 battles now NMPA / NSAI claimed they couldn’t win and now about
to be horrible precedent and a horrible rate we pray Your Honors can save us from.
“Avoiding the Rate-Setting Precedent That an Overwhelming Percentage of US
and Global Songwriters and Composers Do Not Want and Cannot Afford — We
vehemently protest the potential establishment of a precedent that would be set
by yet another five-year extension of Subpart B frozen mechanical rates as
requested by the vertically integrated Major Music Conglomerates, a proposal
that is now being broadly used as a pretext by digital music distributors to
propose the freezing or lowering of the already paltry streaming royalty rates
they are obligated to pay.”
So, it’s deja’ vu all over again.
14.) This Participant is still attempting to secure proper counsel.
GEO is still attempting to secure counsel to better present my proposals.
Securing counsel for a CRB rate proceeding is a monumental task in itself,
added the incredible cost of representation if secured. So, I am still trying to secure
counsel as of today for Subpart C, Subpart B, and other serious legal issues since I
am clearly not able to argue as effectively on my own as would experienced CRB
counsel.

OTHER ARGUMENT AND ON OTHER VITAL, RELEVANT ISSUES
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PARTICIPANTS SHORT CIRCUITING THE PROCESS
Once again, for the 3rd time this year in this Phonorecords IV rate
proceeding, Participants NMPA, NSAI, (with Pryor Cashman), the RIAA, and 3
Record Company Participants, have used the “voluntary negotiation” or “proposed
settlement” process to short circuit the CRB legal process.
This new and improve technique of short-circuiting this section of the CRB
process, 3 times already in this proceeding, has now become a routine, and there
may be more to go if Your Honors once again rule for GEO and songwriters. As
former Chief Judge Suzanne Barnette said to record label counsel in her last video
conference earlier this year, I believe she told them, “you’re Participants,
participate.” Instead of short circuiting the process, the Parties should participate.
Of course, as Judge Strickler will remember in Phonorecords III the above 7
Participants filed motion after motion, as did GEO (6 in total) objecting to or
opposing NMPA’s Proposed Settlement to freeze the 9.1 cent back then.
I lost and NMPA and the 3 record labels were unfortunately able to short
circuit the Subpart B (or A at the time) process in Phonorecords III, just like they
did with their voluntary agreement / MOU in Phonorecords II. Phonorecords I was
similar but really where the original short circuit, or short circuits, reside. In other
words Phonorecords I short circuited all American creators exclusive rights in Art I,
but also all rights that reside in §106, reproduction, performance, distribution, et al.
GEO prays Your Honors can stop this Subpart C end-run just as you denied
the first proposed settlement, as I hope you deny the second Subpart B, for many of
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the exact same reasons of self-dealing and conflicts of interest. Here in Subpart C,
the most important other issue is the abuse of the new willing buyer, willing seller
(“WBWS”) standard the first time it’s being allowed to take effect.

Add these

Subpart C streaming late-fees and no actual settlement agreement filed by NMPA
and NSAI. Is there another MOU or legalese for streaming late-fees, et al.?
WILLING BUYER, WILLING SELLER STANDARD THAT WAS APPROVED
IN THE MMA HAS NOT BEEN ALLOWED TO TAKE EFFECT, AND NMPA/
NSAI/PRYOR CASHMAN LOBBIED CONGRESS IN MMA FOR WBWS TO
ALLEGEDLY GET SONGWRITERS INCREASED STREAMING RATES
While the CRB did not deny the first Subpart B proposed settlement for selfdealing or an abuse of the new “willing buyer, willing seller” (“WBWS”) standard, as
opposed to the old 801(b) standard in Phonorecords III, GEO respectfully objects to
this new Subpart C Proposed Settlement on the grounds that NMPA, NSAI, the 3
record labels and now possibly the Services are all abusing or short circuiting the
new WBWS standard, but also it’s intent and purpose. “Lack of representation by
negotiators” is a term Your Honors used in your March 30, 2022 denial that I like.
The very first time WBWS is used, the consensus among many seasoned
Nashville music attorneys and non-attorneys in the industry, is that the new
willing buyer, willing seller standard is a joke in the way it is being used in this
proceeding by NMPA, Pryor Cashman, NSAI, and the 3 record labels who have also
“short-circuited” the WBWS process, which is hypocritical when it was NMPA,
NSAI, RIAA, Pryor, and 3 labels that pushed for WBWS in the Music Modernization
Act (“MMA”). What kind of precedent will this proposed settlement set for WBWS?
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The new willing buyer, willing seller standard that was approved in the
MMA has not been allowed to take effect, in this Phonorecord IV proceeding. WBWS
has clearly been taken advantage of by NSAI, NMPA, Pryor Cashman and counsel
for the 3 Record Company Participants, and you don’t have to be an attorney to tell.
We in the songwriting and publishing industry respectfully request that Your
Honors put a stop to this WBWS chicanery by NMPA, NSAI, and the 3 major labels.
The following is a quote relevant to WBWS and GEO from the Phonorecords
III Determination. Of course, we were still under the 801(b) standard, but we still
are clearly price-fixing rates, legally, of course, but still letting huge corporations
price-fix rates for themselves, but all their competitors too.

As far as below-

market rates, I think it’s clear that NMPA/NSAI’s first static 9.1 cents proposal,
and now this brand new 15.10% percentage rate, are both clearly below-market.
“But, Mr. Johnson has not even hinted at evidence to support his argument that
the representative negotiators are engaged in anti-competitive price-fixing at
below-market rates. The very definition of a market value is one that is reached
by negotiations between a willing buyer and a willing seller, with neither party
being under any compulsion to bargain.”
Songwriters being under a compulsory license makes it difficult to not be
“under any compulsion to bargain”. In Subpart B, the rate being below-market is
clearly evidenced by NMPA/NSAI first proposing 9.1 cents, but then were forced to
re-negotiate a new 12 cent proposal in Subpart B.

In Subpart C, NMPA/NSAI

proposed a 20% percent headline rate, their evidence and economics point to 25%
percent, yet they folded at the last minute for 15.1% for the first year 2023, but
that is exactly at the same 15.1% rate as the Phonorecords III final last year 2022.
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a.) So, the originally offered 9.1 cents, and now offered 15.1% percent are just
the lowest rates they could possibly offer is the point. Why do they suppress the rate?
b.) The other point is both the first 9.1 cent offer was a below-market offer,
and then the 15.1% percent will be a below-market offer, but on January 1, 2023.
Why do NMPA and the 3 record labels always offer the bare minimum in
these 3 proposed settlements? Even, the 12 cents was the bare minimum.
But going from 15.1% percent the last year of Phonorecords III to the first
year of Phonorecords IV at 15.1% percent is no increase for songwriters — and
aren’t rates supposed to be set de-novo as well? And while 15.1% percent in 2022 is
not below-market since that is what Your Honors determined as reasonable for this
year, but starting on January 1, 2023, 15.1% percent will no longer be “reasonable”
since it’s “static” from 2022 to 2023 no “non-static” CPI-U inflation indexing at all.
So there really is no WBWS the first time it supposed to be used. In Your
Honors April 28, 2022 Letter to the Register of Copyrights, Referral of Novel
Question of Substantive Law, on Page 2, Footnote 821, addresses WBWS stating;
Some non-participant commenters alleged that the subject settlement was
contrary to statutory requirements because it failed to meet the willing buyerwilling seller standard of section 115. See 87 Fed. Reg. at 18346. They alleged
that the agreement rather represented a willing buyer-unwilling seller
arrangement. Id. The Judges did not decline the settlement on this basis. The
willing buyer- willing seller valuation standard requires a factual determination.
Unwillingness to accept a settlement does not render the settlement contrary to
law.

https://app.crb.gov/document/download/26557 April 28, 2022, Page 2, Footnote 8, Letter
to the Register of Copyrights.
21
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ADDITIONAL INFLATION ISSUES
The “static” rate of 15.10% percent of revenue with no inflation indexing,
seems like enough to deny this new Subpart C settlement alone?
a.) Inflation indexing should at least be added to the per-subscriber rate if it
doesn’t distort the math,
b.) or add the inflation indexing to the final pool, right before distribution to
the songwriter and publishers, but whatever is best and fair to songwriters.
The record labels or NMPA might reply that any inflation indexing on the
underlying works side, steals from the 58% record label percentage of revenue side,
and to GEO, this is one possible reason why the record labels did this deal. NMPA
removed their CPI indexing proposal for Subpart C per-subscriber rates in their
2021 Written Direct Statement from this new proposed Settlement here in 2022.
Why would NMPA and NSAI remove their inflation indexing proposal for
Subpart C streaming to pay songwriters more in this new Subpart C Settlement?
To GEO, it’s what we’ve already proven in Subpart B which is NMPA and
NSAI work for the 3 Record Labels22 and do what the labels side demands, not even
what their vertically integrated, “staff” publishing company side needs or wants.
Songwriters aren’t more profits to their own publishing company side of the
business, songwriters are only a “cost” to the record label side executives.

https://www.nmpa.org/mission/ …and not “all American music publishers and their
songwriting partners” as NMPA and NSAI falsely claim.
22
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The cold, hard fact that NMPA and NSAI froze their own publisher
and staff songwriters’ 9.1 cent royalty rates, for decades, and is currently
trying to freeze the rate at 12 cent again, proves to GEO that is why they
are simply trying to do the exact same thing again for streaming rates.
Yes, 15.10 is just another static freeze with no inflation indexing.
And, again 15.10 is also not de novo from 2022 to 2023.
So, this is the 3rd proposed Settlement by NMPA this year, and this one is
exactly the same end-run they have already pulled twice this year. This “landmark
settlement” is nothing more than the same “short circuiting” of the process routine
I’ve had to fight for the 4th time and it’s always the same — which proves NMPA
and NSAI work for the 3 Labels and there is no doubt that RIAA and NMPA work
together motion after motion in these proceedings and therefore “legally collude”.
15.1% percent is just their lowest possible offer, and just another freeze,
because all that matters to the record labels is keeping their 15% to 58% ratio.
Another reason there is no doubt NMPA and NSAI do exactly as the 3 record
labels andSoundExchange indexed Web V’s sound recording rates for inflation just
last year. Why did the 3 record labels ask for and get an inflation indexing in Web
V, but exclude it from their new songwriter Settlement for Subpart C streaming, yet
indexing Subpart C was still in NMPA’s Written Direct Statement?
So, inflation indexing is great for the record label side, but really bad for the
songwriter/publishing side…if you’re the record label?
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THE FORECLOSURE QUESTION
The true elephant in the room to GEO, and why there needs to be a Subpart C
hearing, or this issue fully briefed and a separate hearing, is the “foreclosure
question”, which seems to have arisen from issues in the current litigation, Eight
Mile Style v. Spotify, 3:19-cv-0736.
In layman’s terms as I understand it; do some or all of the Services currently
have valid compulsory or MMA licenses to most songs, or all songs, or not?
Or, are some or all of the Services foreclosed from using the compulsory
license or MMA blanket license every again for a myriad of reasons including their
own actions and negligence?

Some answers are found in basic §115 copyright

infringement law, including recent legal provisions written into the MMA and MLC.
To GEO, the foreclosure question is possibly a perfect question for a Novel
Material Question of Substantive Law (“NQL”) under §802(f)(1) since the
foreclosure question appears to be a question that has “not been determined in prior
decisions, determinations, and rulings”, under §802(f)(1)(B).
Coincidentally, the foreclosure question seems relevant to the exact same
issue the Register and Copyright Office counsel are determining right now
surrounding the application of the compulsory license to the 3 Major Record Labels,
yet this Novel Question might ask if the compulsory license still applies to all of the
Services, or have some or all of Services been partially or fully foreclosed from
ever using the compulsory license again? If so, that would be important.
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I am still researching the issue and will provide more information asap, but
as I understand it for now, the foreclosure question might relate to all songs, certain
catalogs of songs in general, songs from before and after the MMA Act was passed,
and songs that were registered pre-1978 where addresses and contact information
are supposedly on micro-film, and not on all computer databases used to build the
matching song information at Harry Fox (“HFA”), et al., or the Mechanical
Licensing Collective (“MLC”) database.
In other words Spotify, and other Services may be forever foreclosed from
using the compulsory license on a large number of songs, and if true, would be very
interesting and certainly groundbreaking.
GEO hopes simply mentioning the issue here does not “foreclose” GEO from
pursuing this issue in a new Subpart C hearing, in briefs, or other format like the
Subpart B hearing, since the foreclosure question clearly applies to both.
GEO prays Your Honors will allow me to present this foreclosure issue to
you, which I will include in a new Amended Written Direct Statement, that I need
to update anyway with other information for my proposals.
The following public information on foreclosure was compiled from an email
circulated by Tunecore, Audium, and Word Collections founder Mr. Jeff Price.
GEO presents the issue now since foreclosure appears to have legal merit.
Mr. Price writes…
“As we sit in these hearings there is an actual “willing buyer willing seller”
environment establishing itself which, when completed, will provide the empirical
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data of the true value of musical works in the market place. Specifically, almost all
compositions prior to January 1, 2022 that were not under a valid direct license or
NOI were foreclosed from being licensed under a compulsory. As such, tens of
millions of works are not licensed at this time via the MLC blanket for many of the
DSPs.

These works must be direct licensed at a to be established rate that is

currently occurring in the market and is currently being litigated in the Eight Mile
Style v. Spotify, 3:19-cv-0736 and Harry Fox Association litigation.
Specifically:

Before the MMA’s enactment on October 11, 2018, 17 USC §

115(b) provided as follows; Notice of Intention To Obtain Compulsory License.
(1)

Any person who wishes to obtain a compulsory license under this
section shall, before or within thirty days after making, and before
distributing any phonorecords of the work, serve notice of
intention to do so on the copyright owner. If the registration or
other public records of the Copyright Office do not identify the
copyright owner and include an address at which notice can be
served, it shall be sufficient to file the notice of intention in the
Copyright Office. The notice shall comply, in form, content, and
manner of service, with requirements that the Register of
Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation.

(2)

Failure to serve or file the notice required by clause (1) forecloses
the possibility of a compulsory license and, in the absence of a
negotiated license, renders the making and distribution of
phonorecords actionable as acts of infringement under section 501
and fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 502 through
506 and 509 (emphasis added).

The import of 17 USC § 115(b) (pre-MMA) is clear.

The failure to timely

serve or file the required notice of intention foreclosed the user from ever obtaining
a compulsory license to make and distribute the impacted phonorecords rendering
their exploitation absent a voluntary license an act of infringement.
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Nothing

contained in 17 USC § 115 or elsewhere in the Copyright Act pre-MMA had the
direct or incidental effect of reviving or restoring the possibility of obtaining a
compulsory license irreversibly foreclosed under 17 USC § 115(b)(2).
Despite the MMA’s creation of a blanket compulsory license, the concept of
“foreclosure” not only survived but persists unchanged following the MMA’s
enactment, thus preserving a class of non-dramatic musical compositions for which
the possibility of a statutory compulsory license has been lost forever because of a
digital provider’s failure to timely file or serve the required notice of intention to
make or distribute phonorecords.

17 USC § 115(b) as amended by the MMA

provides in relevant part as follows;
Procedures to Obtain A Compulsory License.
(2)

Digital phonorecord deliveries.—A person who seeks to obtain a
compulsory license under subsection (a) to make and distribute
phonorecords of a musical work by means of digital phonorecord
delivery.
(A) prior to the license availability date, shall, before, or not
later than 30 calendar days after, first making any such
digital phonorecord delivery, serve a notice of intention to do
so on the copyright owner (but may not file the notice with
the Copyright Office, even if the public records of the Office
do not identify the owner or the owner’s address), and such
notice shall comply, in form, content, and manner of service,
with requirements that the Register of Copyrights shall
prescribe by regulation; or

(4)

Failure to Obtain License.
(B) Digital phonorecord deliveries.
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(i)

In general.—In the case of phonorecords made and
distributed by means of digital phonorecord delivery:
(I)

The failure to serve the notice of intention required
by paragraph (2)(A)…forecloses the possibility of
a compulsory license under such paragraph
(emphasis added).

The import of § 115(b) as amended by the MMA appears equally clear. Up
until the blanket license availability date of January 1, 2021, digital providers were
required to serve a notice of intention to make and distribute phonorecords by
means of digital phonorecord delivery; and the failure to do so foreclosed the digital
provider from the possibility of a compulsory license.

The only difference in

procedure for obtaining a compulsory license during the period between the MMA’s
enactment on October 11, 2018, and the blanket license availability date of January
1, 2021 (the “Transition Period”) was that the digital provider no longer had to file
the required notice of intention with the Copyright Office.

Otherwise, a digital

provider seeking to obtain a compulsory license during the Transition Period was
required to follow the same procedure according to the same time constraints as
previously required before the MMA’s enactment.
The MMA makes plain that on and after the blanket license availability
date, works foreclosed from the possibility of a compulsory license – whether
foreclosure occurred pre-MMA or during the post-MMA Transition Period – will
forever remain outside of the coverage of the blanket license issued to the digital
provider who failed to timely serve the required notice of intention.
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First, 17 USC § 115(d)(1)(A) provides that “[a] digital music provider that
qualifies for a compulsory license under subsection [115](a) may, by complying with
the terms and conditions of this subsection, obtain a blanket license from copyright
owners through the mechanical licensing collective to make and distribute digital
phonorecord deliveries of musical works through one or more covered activities.”
Next, 17 USC § 115(d)(1)(B)(i) provides in relevant part that a blanket
license “covers all musical works (or shares of such works) available for
compulsory licensing under this section for purposes of engaging in covered
activities…” (emphasis added).
Finally, the Copyright Office through its rule-making interpreted the MMA
as establishing an automatic blanket license covering a digital provider’s existing
compulsory licenses as of the license availability date even though the digital
provider may not have yet filed the statutorily required Notice of License necessary
to “obtain” the blanket license. The Copyright Office reached this interpretation
through its reading of 17 USC § 115(d)(9)(A), which provides:
Substitution of blanket license.—
On the license availability date, a blanket license shall, without
any interruption in license authority enjoyed by such digital
music provider, be automatically substituted for and supersede
any existing compulsory license previously obtained under
this section by the digital music provider from a copyright owner
to engage in 1 or more covered activities with respect to a
musical work, except that such substitution shall not apply to
any authority obtained from a record company pursuant to a
compulsory license to make and distribute permanent
downloads unless and until such record company terminates
such authority in writing to take effect at the end of a monthly
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reporting period, with a copy to the mechanical licensing
collective. (emphasis added)
See Fed. Reg. 2020-20077, p. 58118. The Copyright Office determined that to
“obtain” the blanket compulsory license, a digital provider was required to file a
Notice of License with the MLC at least 30 days before the license availability date,
and within 45 days following the license availability date. 37 CFR § 210.24(d) and
(g). By doing so, a digital provider would preserve its statutory entitlement to the
blanket license that automatically sprung into existence on the license availability
date covering works subject to a pre-existing, valid compulsory license.
Reading 17 USC § 115(d)(1)(B)(i) together with § 115(d)(9)(A), coverage
under the MMA blanket license is afforded only to those works i) subject to a valid,
pre-existing compulsory license in effect as of the license availability date, and to ii)
works not covered by a valid, pre-existing compulsory license as of the license
availability date but which are otherwise “available” for compulsory licensing,
assuming the digital provider timely filed the Notice of License required to “obtain”
the blanket license in the first place.
Works foreclosed from the possibility of a compulsory license under 17 USC §
115(b)(2) (pre-MMA) or 17 USC § 115(b)(4)(B)(i)(I) (post-MMA) are neither subject
to a valid, pre-existing compulsory license in effect as of the blanket license
availability date, nor are they “available” for compulsory licensing; and nothing in
the MMA (or Copyright Office rule-making) extends coverage of the blanket license
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to works for which the possibility of a compulsory license was foreclosed, or restores
the possibility of a compulsory license once that possibility is foreclosed.
Given that works statutorily foreclosed from the possibility of a compulsory
license are not covered by the MMA blanket license for the reasons outlined herein,
it necessarily follows that the MLC is without authority to administer, collect and/or
distribute purported royalties paid into the MLC by any digital provider arising
from the provider’s unlicensed and infringing exploitation of such foreclosed works.
Rather, to avoid infringement liability, digital providers must obtain a direct
voluntary license to exploit non-dramatic musical compositions for which the
possibility of a compulsory license was foreclosed under 17 USC § 115, whether
foreclosure occurred before or after the MMA’s enactment.”

STOCK EQUITY IN SERVICES BY 3 CORPORATIONS, BUT NOT FOR
MILLIONS OF AMERICAN SONGWRITERS AND OTHER PUBLISHERS
WHO DON’T RECEIVE THESE GAINS IS ONE MORE SELF-DEALING
CONFLICT OF INTEREST TO GEO AND MANY OTHERS
On Page 6 of their October 20, 2021 CORRECTED Written Direct Statement,
NMPA and NSAI describe how Spotify’s CEO Daniel Ek alone has equity gains that
seem to be more “than what Spotify paid in total mechanical royalties to the entire
songwriting and music publishing industries since Phonorecords III.”
If true, then the entire process and rate structure must be completely
overhauled and waiting for Congress to act to change the law is not an option, we
must create a new rate structure within the current CRB code, CRB rate
court precedent, within administrative law, et al., that we have now.
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GEO’s Written Direct Statement proposes a new rate structure, but while
that seems impossible, it truly is what needs to happen Your Honors. After 4 rate
proceedings and 2 federal appeals, my testimony now with “8 years of CRB rate
participant experience” is that we must create a new rate structure with all
Parties now, willing and ready to negotiate23 is what needs to happen to fix this
serious and never-ending royalty problem for all American music copyright creators.
I could not be more serious, so if there is one thing we need or you listen to is
once again, we must create a new rate structure that benefits all Parties now please,
because this one is broken and for the compulsory license to survive another 100
years, there has to be an “incentive” and “profit” for everyone, first and foremost the
songwriters and publishers, not Daniel Ek, so he can make another billion-dollars.
And while a entirely new rate structure seems a little off topic for this
heading on free stockholder equity (plus gains) in Spotify by 3 record labels, it is
very relevant since equity in Spotify by the 3 record labels is just another nonroyalty scheme, or end-run around the statutory license by these 8 corporations or
“The Parties”. It’s relevant since these 8 corporations use or convert the true value
of individual $5 songs to their stock value and executives/investors’ personal equity,
their monthly payouts, and bloated salaries combining to make individuals literally
hundreds of millions if not billions of dollars to a few like Daniel Ek (who is not an
American citizen) and who enjoys the fruits of the 1909 U.S. compulsory license on
the backs of American creators.
23

…as would a willing buyer and a willing seller. And in a free market with no compulsion.
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Now that Spotify is grown and doing well, why can’t American creators
finally enjoy the fruits of their limited time…and build a sales model on top of the
Services’ access model exactly like Apple TV?
Especially, when the Services’ access model, like Spotify, cannibalized or
substituted for the songwriters’ main source of income, the 9.1 cent sale.
Then Mr. Ek and the other Services come into U.S. rate court to sentence
American songwriters to $.00012 per stream by government force at a rate so low
that it is literally indentured servitude when you think about it.
Again counsel, how does $.00012 per-billable hour sound as a future?
Determined by the newly formed Lawyer Rate Board (“LRB”)? Collected by a
division of the American Bar Association (“ABA”) named LawExchange — “The
Future of Legal Billing”, in GEO’s hypothetical “thought experiment”?
How many attorneys would quit practicing law in 2022 if Congress passed a
compulsory licenses on all American attorneys at $.00012 per-billable hour?
This “undue influence” from foreign actors like Mr. Ek, Vivendi, Sony Corp, et
al., re-writing the American compulsory license laws, and at $.00012 per stream is
the #1 problem and GEO begs Your Honors to protect us songwriters to help us
find an alternative rate structure that is NMPA proof, lobbyist proof, label proof,
and foreign corporation proof.
My heartfelt advice to the 3 Major Labels and now all 5 Services is, if you
don’t want to be bound by the terms of the compulsory license, don’t use it and go do
direct licenses using collective blanket licensing by private contract. Right?
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Otherwise we songwriters are stuck in a system by force that we can’t escape
nor change to the point where we actually make a profit on a regular basis as
individual songwriters (hit songwriters, DIY, etc.) and profit for the author is what
the promise of American copyright is supposed to be about, not Mr. Ek.
My point here Your Honors is there is no incentive at $.00012 with no sales
and Mr. Oman perfectly describes our predicament here now that our exclusive
rights have been eviscerated to the point where our copyrights are “given away for
free”, literally the definition of the free and unlimited, “limited download”.
So, a free, limited download is not an exclusive right, it’s the opposite.
…back to shareholder equity, NMPA and NSAI state on Page 6 of their WDS:
“Over the past five years, Spotify’s total, aggregate mechanical royalties at
compulsory rates were REDACTED of the gains that Spotify’s shareholders
have received in that time. Spotify’s CEO alone has received equity gains
that are REDACTED than what Spotify paid in total mechanical royalties to
the entire songwriting and music publishing industries since Phonorecords
III. (emphasis already added)
Spotify’s share price is not affected by its accounting profit numbers because
analysts understand that for Spotify, as its CFO explained, “profit margin is
a managed outcome,…a by-product of the pace we choose” to drive growth.
Spotify’s competition for customers, who in the digital world can be
monetized in many different ways, drives its share gains. But while those
customers have been acquired through the availability and exploitation of a
massive catalog of songs, and Spotify’s shareholders have already realized
the benefits of that acquisition through increased share value, copyright
owners have been denied a seat at the bargaining table and a reasonable
share, left with only of the gains from a business built entirely on the back
of their valuable and irreplaceable songbook.
Everyone I know in the music business think the 3 Major Labels, Sony,
Warner, and Universal, all receiving free stockholder equity in Spotify and other
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Services, up to 18% at one time, is one of the most shameful and criminal things to
be allowed to happen in this process, but to all American songwriters and music
publishers, and really worldwide.
While I believe one of the companies has sold their interest, they all still
made non-royalty income off the backs of songwriters through stockholder equity,
which caused their stock to rise, and in that sense, stock equity by the 3 major
labels in Spotify is simply another end-run around the statutory license which must
be stopped immediately in the opinion of most of the music industry that I have
read and known personally.
Stock in Spotify as another quid pro quo end run and songwriters must share
in those gains as well as advertising gains and any other end runs around paying
songwriters their true value and the true value of what the bring to these
corporations that is siphoned off by executives like Mr. Tim Westergren, former
CEO of Pandora.
In SDARS III (or Web IV) GEO entered into evidence Securities and
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) documents as evidence of the money 14 Pandora
executives siphoned from these corporate shells of 1/2 a billion dollars and to GEO
an abuse of the compulsory license, and songwriters and publishers.
I’m sure all the rest do it like Daniel Ek, clearly, but Google, Youtube,
Spotify, Pandora, Amazon, and Apple executives and for a bunch of folks who
supposedly care about the working man, the poor, you would think they would be
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able to humble themselves and pay the person who creates the only product on
these music services — songwriters.
The issues GEO raises and will raise at both bifurcated hearings are vitally
important to the economic survival and creative health of all American music
creators, including all American songwriters and music publishers, including
independent publishers and DIY songwriters or self-publishers.
In other words, millions of individual American copyright owner citizens with
actual rights v. 3 foreign controlled, self-dealing corporations.24
We thank Your Honors for your time and thoughtful consideration and
respectfully ask that you deny the new Subpart C Settlement in full for a new
Settlement negotiation and proposal, a separate Subpart C hearing, or a new full
hearing for Subpart C.
CONCLUSION
GEO respectfully objects to the Proposed Settlement and that it be denied in
full by Your Honors for the above good reasons, et al., and other good cause.
Precisely like the 2 former Subpart B proposed settlements, this Subpart C
proposed settlement is simply another “end run” around the statutory license and a
“hack” or strategy by the 3 record labels, their lobbyists, and now the Services, to
GEO understands and appreciates the balance of licensees and licensors in the CRB code,
but this is something more where individual songwriters are always taken advantage of by
these 3 corporations with zero rates, static rates, no sales, lowball offers, $.00012 “profits”
for us, and using the CRB code to their advantage with this “voluntary negotiation” process.
Furthermore, individual songwriters are price-fixed at zero by 3 dominant record labels,
songwriters/publishers on Spotify also don’t get shareholder equity in Spotify based on
marketshare or political pull by NMPA, or share in stock profits with Spotify and the 3
labels, nor receive a significant share of advertising dollars from any of the Services, et al.
24
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short circuit the process, for lack of a better term, weaponizing the voluntary
settlement process against all their competitors that we pray that you can stop.
GEO as a Participant is also entitled to see this actual Settlement Agreement
containing signatures, or possible new late-free streaming MOU and we hope Your
Honors Order that the Parties to immediately file the actual agreement on the
eCRB electronic system a soon as possible please.
In this response in opposition motion GEO respectfully requests relief from
this Subpart C Proposed Settlement and for the CRB to deny the Settlement in full.
Denying this proposed settlement for a new Subpart C hearing schedule is
vital for all American music publishers subject to the compulsory license, for
millions of the smallest DIY individual self-publishers/business owners to the
world’s largest independent publisher, like BMG and many others.
A new Subpart C hearing schedule is vital for all American music
songwriters subject to the compulsory license songwriters — including hit
songwriters or staff songwriters at the 3 major publishers, but especially for the
millions of American independent songwriters, self-publishers, and others who’s
voices have been silenced and now may not be heard at hearing.
So, once again I hope Your Honors will be sympathetic to the issue of a
layman like GEO providing proof to Copyright Judges on complicated matters of
economics and law when the very people whose interests (and lives) are burdened
by these rates and terms don’t have the money to hire the very economists or lawyers
needed to make that proof.
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Respectfully,

By:

/s/ George D. Johnson
George D. Johnson, Pro Se
an individual songwriter and publisher
d.b.a. George Johnson Music Publishing
PO Box 22091
Nashville, TN 37202
E-mail: george@georgejohnson.com
Telephone: (615) 242-9999
George D. Johnson (GEO), an individual
songwriter and music publisher d.b.a.
George Johnson Music Publishing (GJMP)
(formerly BMI)

Tuesday, September 6, 2022
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Proof of Delivery
I hereby certify that on Tuesday, September 06, 2022, I provided a true and correct copy of
the 2022-09-06 GEO Response in Opposition to Subpart C Proposed Settlement to the
following:
Apple Inc., represented by Mary C Mazzello, served via E-Service at
mary.mazzello@kirkland.com
UMG Recordings, Inc., represented by Steven R. Englund, served via E-Service at
senglund@jenner.com
Joint Record Company Participants, represented by Steven R. Englund, served via
E-Service at senglund@jenner.com
Pandora Media, LLC, represented by Benjamin E. Marks, served via E-Service at
benjamin.marks@weil.com
Google LLC, represented by Gary R Greenstein, served via E-Service at
ggreenstein@wsgr.com
Copyright Owners, represented by Benjamin K Semel, served via E-Service at
Bsemel@pryorcashman.com
Zisk, Brian, represented by Brian Zisk, served via E-Service at brianzisk@gmail.com
Warner Music Group Corp., represented by Steven R. Englund, served via E-Service at
senglund@jenner.com
Powell, David, represented by David Powell, served via E-Service at
davidpowell008@yahoo.com
Amazon.com Services LLC, represented by Joshua D Branson, served via E-Service at
jbranson@kellogghansen.com
Sony Music Entertainment, represented by Steven R. Englund, served via E-Service at
senglund@jenner.com

Spotify USA Inc., represented by Joseph Wetzel, served via E-Service at
joe.wetzel@lw.com
Signed: /s/ George D Johnson

